1. Let M be a Riemannian space with fundamental tensor 7 = hk ghkdx 0 dxk. We use the standard notations: differential forms ap, their exterior algebra A, exterior derivative d<p, Hodge's star operator *, coderivative 3f = (_ 1)nP + n -1*d*(P, Laplace-Beltrami operator A = d3 + Md, exterior product (pAg,, inner product (so,*) = fJmpA*4p, and the Dirichlet norm D(sp) = (dep, dp) + (a<p, 5op). For 0-forms u the norm reduces to D(u) = (du, du), and Au has the representation Au = 4-z a (v \9g §).
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We shall consider the interpolation problem of constructing a harmonic function u on M with given values rleR, i = 0, ..., m, at given points aieM and with minimum norm D(u). In our reasoning we shall make use of the recent extension to Riemannian spaces of the theory of principal functions. 2 2. We may assume that r0 = 0, for otherwise we consider functions u -u(aO) with values rt -r0 at the ai. We change the notation a0 to b, let i range from 1 to m, and set a = Uiai, M' = M\(a U b).
Take parametric balls CiCb about the ai,b with disjoint closures, and denote by gf2gb the Green's functions of CiCb with singularities at the centers. Normalize the multiplicative constant by fLOj*dgi = -1, and similarly for gb. 
For a fixed i take a' = 1, aj = 0, i = j, choose u + X = 1, and let poi,pil signify the corresponding functions pO,pl. Write hoihil for ei of pot,pli-Clearly, Po = aie pot, pi = ZiaiPl.
(3) 3. Consider the system of m equations, i = 1, .. ., 270
where po(ai) -pi(ai) has the meaning hoi(ai) -hi(ai).
THEOREM. If the system (4) has a solution a', , am, then the function
minimizes the norm D(u) among all harmonic functions u in M with u(a) = r-,
The value of the minimum is 2i airI and the deviation for any u from this minimum is D(u -(po -p)):
The minimizing function is unique.
It is obvious that (4) does not always have a solution. If M is in the class OHD of Riemannian spaces that do not carry nonconstant functions u in H(M) with D(u) < c, then poJ -piJ = 0 (see ref. 2), and the left-hand sides of (4) 4. The proof of (6) will occupy the remainder of our paper. We first consider the case where M is a regular subregion of a Riemannian space.
In this case the first condition in (1) defining Pa + ba is replaced by
For pp',EP, + X' set Ai(p,p') = faci pA *dp', and let Ab(p,p'), B(pp') be the same integrals over 6C", 6M, respectively. Set A i(p) = A 1(p~p) and similarly for Ab(p), (8)- (10) into (7) we obtain the relation
To simplify notations we set for v = 0,1,
where e i(ai) = aih,,(ai) + Zj 0 jaJpJ(ai).
(13) We also write E(p) = 2;a'e'(a), E, = Zia ie(aa) (14) and express our result (11) in the following simple form:
LEMMA. The function p,,x has in P, + X' the minimum property
Explicitly, p,.., minimizes B(p) + (X-)E(p), and the minimum is X2E, u2Eo. 9. In the special case s = 1, X =-1, (15) For the special ca with property (4) we obtain in Har:
(17) This is the theorem of section 3 for the regular subregion M.
10. The extension to the noncompact M possessing nonconstant harmonic functions u with D(u) < cx follows almost verbatim the corresponding reasoning in reference 2, and we only sketch the train of thought.
Let Q be a regular subregion of M with the C', C"CQ. The proof of our theorem is herewith complete.
11. An inalogous problem for differential forms of nonzero degree q is the following: given q-chains c1CM and reals ri, construct a q-form p with periods fi . = rt.
If the ci are cycles, one is led to problems closely related to Hodge's theorem (cf. ref. 1).
